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HKrF in solid krypton
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A new krypton-containing compound, HKrF, has been prepared in a low-temperature Kr matrix via
VUV photolysis of the HF precursor and posterior thermal mobilization of H and F atoms. All three
fundamental vibrations have been observed in the FTIR spectra at;1950 cm21 ~H–Kr stretch!,
;650 cm21 ~bending!, and ;415 cm21 ~Kr–F stretch!. Two distinct sites of HKrF have been
identified. The energy difference between the H–Kr stretching vibrations for the two sites is
remarkably large~26 cm21!, indicating a strong influence of the environment. In annealing after the
photolysis of the precursor, HKrF is formed in two different stages: at 13–16 K from closely trapped
H1F pairs and atT.24 K due to more extensive mobility of H and F atoms in the matrix. HKrF
in a less stable site decreases at temperatures above 32 K, the other site being stable up to the
sublimation temperature of the matrix. The photodecomposition cross section for HKrF has been
measured between 193 and 350 nm and compared with the cross sections of the previously reported
HArF and HKrCl molecules. The condensed-phase VSCF~vibrational self-consistent field!
calculations suggest that the more stable form is a single-substitutional site and the less stable form
is a double-substitutional site of HKrF in solid Kr. The gas to matrix shifts for these sites are
predicted to be1(9 – 26) cm21 for the H–Kr stretching and the bending vibrations and
2(7 – 10) cm21 for the Kr–F stretching vibrations. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reactivity of rare gases is a challenging fi
for experimentalists as well as for theoreticians. Despite
most 40 years having passed since the preparation of the
rare-gas-containing compound,1 recent findings indicate an
emerging ‘‘renaissance’’ in this field.2 Although a large num-
ber of Xe-containing compounds has been made, the ch
istry of lighter rare gases is much more limited.3 During the
last seven years, a number of HRgY molecules~H
5hydrogen; Rg5Ar, Kr, Xe; Y5fragment with large elec-
tron affinity! have been characterized experimentally in lo
temperature matrixes and computationally by usingab initio
methods.4–11 These molecules are formed from neut
fragments,12 and experiments support computational conc
sions on their intrinsic stability versus matrix stabilization13

Importantly, one of the HRgY molecules, HXeI has recen
been observed in Xe clusters in the molecular be
experiments.14

Among other HRgY molecules, two Kr-containing com
pounds, HKrCl and HKrCN, have been characterized.4,6 It
was understood from the early beginning of the HRgY h
tory that the corresponding fluorides could be remarka
stable and the existence of an Ar-containing compou
HArF, was predicted.4 Recently, the experimental prepar

a!Electronic mail: petters@csc.fi
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tion of HArF in an Ar matrix has been reported.11 This re-
markable observation was followed by extensive theoret
calculations on the properties of HArF and other HR
compounds.15,16Interestingly, HHeF has been predicted to
a metastable molecule.17,18Despite the extensive calculation
for the series HRgF~Rg5He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn!,16 only
one member of this fluoride family, HArF, has up to no
been experimentally characterized.11

In this article, we report an additional member of th
HRgY family, HKrF. The observed vibrational spectrum
HKrF is compared with the existingab initio calculations. In
addition, the vibrational properties of HKrF in solid Kr ar
studied with VSCF calculations. The formation of HKrF an
properties of this molecule are compared with those of
previously studied HArF and HKrCl.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The HF/Kr solid mixtures were studied in a closed-cyc
cryostat~APD, DE 202 A! at temperatures down to 7.5 K
For a comparison, HCl/Kr and HF/Ar samples were stud
under similar conditions. The samples were deposited on
CsI or BaF2 substrate typically kept at 20 K~Kr! or 7.5 K
~Ar!. The HF samples were prepared by passing Kr or Ar
over an HF-pyridine polymer~Fluka! at room temperature
DF samples were deposited by passing HF over deuter
sulfuric acid in a deposition line. HCl samples were prepa
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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by premixing HCl and Kr in a glass bulb. The thickness
the matrix was determined from an interference pattern
the IR spectrum being typically from 100 to 200mm. We
used Kr~99.998%!, Ar ~99.9999%!, and HCl~99%! without
additional purification. The photolysis of HF was perform
by irradiating the matrix through a MgF2 window with a Kr
continuum lamp~Opthos! emitting in the 127–160 nm spec
tral interval. In addition, the samples were irradiated with
excimer laser~MPB, MSX-250! operating at 157 nm (F2) or
at 193 nm~ArF! and a tunable optical parametric oscillat
with a frequency doubler~Continuum!. The infrared spectra
were measured with a Nicolet 60 SX FTIR spectrometer
the mid-infrared region, KBr beamsplitter and a MCT dete
tor were used, and in the far-infrared region~below 400
cm21!, 6 mm mylar beamsplitter and a DTGS detector we
used. The resolution of 1 cm21 was used in all experiments

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Preparation and identification of HKrF

In order to prepare HKrF in solid Kr, we used our co
ventional procedure of solid-state synthesis: photolysis of
precursor~HF! followed by thermal mobilization of H atoms
By variation of the deposition parameters, we were able
deposit quite monomeric HF/Kr matrixes of good optic
quality. The two bands of the HF monomer at 3956 and 39
cm21 dominate in IR absorption, and they are in agreem
with the literature data.19 The concentration of HF was est
mated from the measured integrated absorption of mo
meric HF and the thickness of the matrix, assuming that
integrated absorptivity of HF in solid Kr is the same as in t
gas phase~99.8 km/mol!.20 The typical matrix ratio~Kr/HF!
of ;3000 was obtained.

Both Kr lamp and 157 nm F2 laser permanently photo
lyzed monomeric HF, as evidenced by the decrease of the
absorptions. When the matrix was annealed after the p
tolysis, several new IR absorptions appeared as show
Fig. 1. The strongest bands were observed at 1951.6
1925.4 cm21. These two bands behaved differently und
annealing, as discussed later. In the lower wave numbe
gion, two weaker bands at 650.9 and 645.9 cm21 with dif-
ferent thermal behavior appeared. In the lowest-energy
gion, the appearance of a band at 414.2 cm21 with a shoulder
at 417.0 cm21 correlated with the above-mentioned abso
tions. In addition to these bands, an absorption band of K2

at 577.9 cm21 appeared.21 Upon deuteration of HF, the
higher wave number bands shifted to 1419.1 cm21 and
1401.6 cm21. The bands in the lowest-energy region shift
to 415.0 and 418.2 cm21, but the deuterated bands corr
sponding to the;650 wave number region were too weak
be observed. All the relevant absorptions are collected
Table I.

The new absorption bands described above are assi
to HKrF molecules on the following basis. They are form
from the photolysis products of monomeric HF, i.e., from
and F atoms. They are specific for Kr matrixes and in so
Xe no similar absorptions appeared. In solid Ar, HArF w
already previously characterized.11 The observed absorption
agree well with the high-level anharmonic calculations
Downloaded 25 Aug 2003 to 140.123.5.17. Redistribution subject to AI
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Lundell et al.16 and they have proper deuteration shifts. T
higher wave number bands can be assigned to the H
stretch and the;650 cm21 absorptions to the bending mod
The lowest wave number absorptions are due to the K
stretching vibration.

B. Two matrix sites of HKrF

In this section we concentrate on the origin of the tw
forms of HKrF evidenced by two different sets of bands w
an appreciable shift between them. From now on we den

FIG. 1. IR-absorption spectra of HKrF and DKrF molecules in solid Kr.~a!
HKrF absorptions showing the two sets of bands belonging to different
structures of HKrF. The absorptions marked with an asterisk belong to
HKrFS site ~see the text for notation!. ~b! Absorptions of DKrF with DKrFS

absorptions marked with an asterisk. The bending absorption was not
tified for the deuterated species.

TABLE I. The observed absorptions of HKrF and DKrF~in cm21!. The
superscriptS or U refers to the site. The numbers in parentheses for
experimental values are relative intensities, including integrated absorp
of both HKrFS and HKrFU. For the theoretical values, the numbers in p
rentheses are the calculated intensities in km/mol.

n@H(D) – Kr# d@H(D) – Kr–F# n~Kr–F!

HKrFS 1951.6 ~1.0! 650.9 ~0.1! 417.0 ~0.6!
HKrFU 1925.4 ~1.0! 645.9 ~0.1! 414.2 ~0.6!
Theorya 2179.7 ~122! 664.0 ~10! 396.0 ~216!
DKrFS 1419.1 ~0.7! 418.2 ~1.0!
DKrFU 1401.6 ~0.7! 415.0 ~1.0!
Theorya 1584.0 ~64! 488.7 ~2! 395.9 ~216!

aFrom Ref. 16.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the form with a higher wave number H–Kr stretch~1951.6
cm21! as HKrFS ~S refers to the thermally stable form! and
the form with a lower wave number H–Kr stretch~1925.4
cm21! as HKrFU ~U referring to the thermally unstabl
form!. Figure 2~a! shows both bands after annealing at
and 36 K, indicating the decrease of the HKrFU concentra-
tion at 36 K. Figure 2~b! shows the integrated band intensi
of both forms as a function of the temperature in annea
~1 K/min! after the photolysis of HF. The results are show
for two matrixes irradiated with the Kr lamp and the F2 laser
featuring essential differences between the two ways of p
tolysis.

For the laser-irradiated~157 nm! matrixes the formation
of HKrFS starts in the 13–16 K temperature interval. B
tween 16–24 K HKrFS is rather stable and the second fo
mation stage starts around 25 K saturating at about 30
HKrFS is thermally stable and does not disappear until
sublimation of the matrix. The formation of HKrFS is differ-
ent in the Kr lamp irradiated matrixes. There is no detecta

FIG. 2. Thermal behavior of different forms of HKrF.~a! The H–Kr stretch-
ing absorptions of HKrFS and HKrFU after annealing at 30 and 36 K. Th
spectra were recorded at 7.5 K. The data indicates the decrease of HU

absorption at 36 K. In~b! the integrated absorption of HKrFS and HKrFU in
annealing~1 K/min! is shown. For comparison, the data for HKrCl is in
cluded in the picture.
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low-temperature formation and the strongest increase ta
place between 25 and 30 K. On the contrary, the tempera
behavior of HKrFU does not depend on the irradiation wav
length. The formation starts below 20 K but the major ge
eration takes place above 25 K similarly to the second st
of HKrFS. Remarkably, HKrFU starts decomposing at abou
32 K and disappears at higher temperatures. The behavio
the deuterated forms is very similar to the H forms with
significant differences in either formation or decompositio
A possible effect of the room-temperature blackbody rad
tion to the decomposition of HKrFU was investigated by
measuring the decomposition kinetics with and witho
glowbar irradiation. As a result, there was no detectable
fect.

For comparison, it is interesting to note that KrF2 ap-
peared weakly at about 13 K and increased gradually up
about 25 K. The mobility of the atomic products after H
photolysis can also be monitored from their reactions w
O2 impurity in the matrix. HO2, which is formed from H
atoms and impurity oxygen appeared already below 20 K
its major generation took place atT.25 K. FO2, which
forms from F atoms and O2, shows rather similar behavio
to KrF2 , i.e., it appears at about 15 K and increases up to
K.

C. Photodecomposition of HKrF, HArF, and HKrCl

We measured the photodecomposition cross section
HKrF, HArF, and HKrCl22 in order to obtain information on
the dissociative excited states and to make valuable comp
sons between the related species. Decomposition cross
tion s~l! is defined by the equation

dN52
Ns~l!

S
dn, ~1!

where N is the number of molecules,n is the number of
photons, andS is the sample area. This equation establish
the way to extract the decomposition cross section at a g
photon energy from the known proportion of decompositi
and number of photons:

s~l!5 ln~N0 /N!S/n. ~2!

The decomposition cross sections were measured b
radiating the samples with the doubled output of the OP
The attenuation of radiation intensity was performed by
panding the light beam with a lens. The decomposition
HRgY was followed by using the strongest H–Rg stretch
bands. Figure 3 presents the cross sections as a functio
the radiation wavelength. We estimate the cross section
be correct within650%. We should note that the presence
absorbing species may interfere with the measurement
lead to an underestimated cross section due to reduced b
intensity inside the sample.23 The possible interfering specie
are F atoms that have absorptions in the region of HKrF
HArF absorptions. The F/Kr charge-transfer absorption ha
cross section of 3.9310219 cm2 and its maximum is at 275
nm.24 Assuming a matrix ratio of 1/3000 and 50% decomp
sition for HF and the number density of Kr of 2.
31022 cm23, we obtain 3.731018 cm23 for the upper limit

F
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2511J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 6, 8 February 2002 HKrF in solid krypton
of the F atom density. This gives the estimated attenuatio
the beam by 1.5% for the 100mm matrix thickness. Remem
bering that the decomposition cross-section measureme
made for annealed matrixes, where the number of F at
has decreased via reactions, we can safely neglect F/Kr
sorption in the measurement. Similarly, the absorption cr
section for F/Ar is 1.3310218 cm2 at 193 nm25 and consid-
erations similar to F/Kr, lead to the upper limit for the tot
attenuation of about 5% for the 100mm matrixes. The Cl/Kr
absorption maximum is at 222 nm26,27 but, according to our
knowledge, the cross section is not known. Elorantaet al.28

estimated the upper limit for the cross section at 193 nm
1310220 cm2, which would lead to a negligible attenuatio
of the beam. In addition, Rayleigh scattering may lead to
overestimated cross section via increased light tra
distance,23 but its contribution is difficult to estimate quant
tatively without knowing the scattering length inside t
crystal.

The cross sections at the 1% level from the maxim
value gives photodissociation thresholds at about 350, 3
and 250 nm for HKrCl, HArF, and HKrF, respectivel
HKrCl shows a photodissociation maximum at about 280
and HArF and HKrF have their photodissociation maxima
<193 nm.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We tried to gain insight into the origin of the HKrFS and
HKrFU by computer simulations. We calculated the vibr
tional spectrum of HKrF in various solid state environmen
Our approach is based on a recent condensed-phase e
sion of the vibrational self-consistent field~VSCF! method.29

In these simulations we calculate the vibrational spectrum
HKrF in solid krypton, taking into account anharmonicity

FIG. 3. The phodecomposition cross section of HKrF, HArF, and HK
between 350 and 193 nm. The data points were measured by tunin
photolysis laser to various wavelengths and measuring the decompositi
the molecule by FTIR spectroscopy.
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the potential energy surfaces and coupling between pair
modes. It should be noted that coupling between intram
lecular modes and lattice modes is also included in the
scription.

We used the following descriptions for the interactio
in the Kr/HKrF system. The intramolecular potential is a su
of Morse potentials describing the H–Kr and Kr–F bond
and a harmonic bending term. The parameters of this po
tial were fitted on theab initio potential surfaces of Lundel
et al.16 and it reproduces the harmonic and anharmo
~VSCF! frequencies, obtained in that work, with good acc
racy. We assumed the interaction between the HKrF m
ecule and the krypton matrix as a pairwise additive sum
interaction potentials between the molecule and the ma
atoms. In describing the molecule–matrix atom interacti
we used an electrostatic and a neutral term. The electros
part was calculated using the Lo¨wdin partial charges on the
atoms of the HKrF molecule, obtained by MP2ab initio
calculations. The neutral part was taken as a sum of ato
atom Lennard-Jones potentials, whose parameters were
on MP2ab initio calculations and on the corresponding e
pirical potentials.30,31 The Kr̄ HKrF interaction obtained is
anisotropic, and, compared to typical intermolecular inter
tions, quite strong: its well depth is;40 meV. At nearest
neighbor distances, the ‘‘electrostatic’’ and the ‘‘neutra
parts of the interaction are of similar magnitude. This sho
that the partly ionic character of the HKrF molecule, typic
of the similar HRgY molecules, plays an important role
the matrix shifts. We used pairwise-additive Lennard-Jo
potentials for the interaction between the matrix atoms.32

In the calculations, two solvation shells of matrix atom
were treated dynamically, and another two shells were
zen, simulating the crystal. We optimized the different s
structures by minimizing the potential energy for the syste
assuming double-substitutional ~DS!, and single-
substitutional~SS! cavities around HKrF in the krypton lat
tice. For clarity, we show the relaxed configurations sc
matically in Fig. 4. In both sites HKrF remains linear as
the gas-phase. The DS cavity@Fig. 4~a!# is consistent with
the HF occupying a substitutional site before photodisso
tion. The formation of this site results in some free volume
partial vacancy on the F side@Fig. 4~a!#. The SS cavity is
shown in Fig. 4~b!. Its formation is consistent with the HF
molecule being in an interstitial site before photodissoc
tion, but the pictures clearly show that it can also be form
from the DS structure by a krypton atom filling the parti
vacancy. It was found that the SS configuration is 3 m
lower in energy than the DS configuration.

We calculated the molecular vibrational frequencies
both relaxed configurations. The calculated frequencies
matrix shifts, together with the experimental frequencies,
summarized in Table II. The gas to matrix shifts are qu
substantial, from27 to 126 cm21. The discrepancy betwee
calculated and experimental frequencies is still much hig
than the matrix shifts. It shows that further refinement on
electronic structure calculations for HKrF is necessary.
the modes are stiffer for the compact SS site. The rela
shifts between the DS and SS sites are in qualitative ag
ment with relative shifts observed in experiments betwe

l
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HKrFU and HKrFS. This suggests that HKrFS is HKrF in a
SS site and HKrFU is connected with the DS site. The di
appearance of the HKrFU at T.32 K finds an explanation in
a relaxation of the DS site to the more stable SS site b
movement of a lattice atom into a vacancy next to the
atom.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Vibrational spectrum of HKrF

The observed fundamental absorptions of HKrF are i
good agreement with the calculated values by Lund
et al.16 The largest discrepancy is found between the ca
lated and observed H–Kr stretch being more than 200 cm21,
which seems to be large, taking into account that the ca
lations include the anharmonic effects. The difference
most probably due to underestimated anharmonicity of
MP2 potential energy surface~PES! used in the calculations
This can be seen, for example, by comparing the H/D ra
for the H–Kr stretch. The observed ratios are 1.3748
1.3737 for HKrFS and HKrFU, respectively, while the theo
retical value is 1.3761. Additionally, as seen from the pres
simulations the remaining discrepancy cannot be explai
by the matrix shift. These observations show that the th
retical PES is still too harmonic. The calculated and obser

FIG. 4. The two different relaxed site configurations of HKrF in solid K
The DS~a! site can relax to the SS site~b! by filling of the vacancy next to
the F atom by a Kr atom.
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bending wave numbers are in a good agreement with e
other. Our failure to observe the bending absorption
DKrF may be explained by the reduced intensity of th
mode. The calculations predict the decrease of intensity u
deuteration by a factor of 5, which is enough to make
difficult to observe. The strong decrease of bending inten
was experimentally observed for HArF in accord wi
theory.11 The Kr–F stretching absorption position is unde
estimated by about 20 wave numbers by calculations. M
remarkable is the fact that the calculations predict a sm
downshift ~20.1 cm21! for the Kr–F stretch of DKrF com-
pared with HKrF. However, in the experiments we observ
an upshift by 0.8–1.2 cm21. A plausible explanation is tha
the calculation does not describe at a sufficient level the c
pling between modes for this molecule. In this respect i
interesting to note that for HArF the calculations predict
downshift of 21.1 cm21 for DArF ~experimentally20.4
cm21!11 and an upshift of10.5 cm21 for DXeF for the cor-
responding heavy-atom stretch. It can be anticipated th
more accurate anharmonic PES for HKrF with respect to
H–Kr stretch might also produce an upshift for the Kr–
stretch of DKrF.

B. Formation of HKrF

Matrix-isolated HF has some properties, different fro
other hydrogen halides, that are important with respect to
formation of HRgY molecules. First, monomeric HF occ
pies both substitutional and interstitial trapping sites in so
rare gases.33 Second, it has been shown that both hydrog
and fluorine atoms can be thermally mobilized in so
Kr.25,34These two factors have important consequences c
cerning the distribution of the atoms and formation kinet
and site distribution of the products.

First, we discuss the photolysis of HF in substitution
and interstitial sites. The excess energy of the atoms a
photodissociation at wavelengths between 127–160 nm
about 2–4 eV and partitions initially between H and F atom
Due to the large mass difference between H and F atoms
hydrogen can acquire most of the excess energy, and
reasonable to assume that the hydrogen atom escapes
the parent cage. When the precursor HF occupies a subs
tional site, the fluorine atom remains after the photodeco
position of HF in the substitutional site and the hydrog
atom is trapped in an interstitial site. Photolysis of interstit
HF will result in interstitial H and F atoms.

Next, we consider the formation kinetics of HKrF. Th
lack of the low-temperature~13–16 K! formation of HKrFS

when HF is photolyzed with a Kr lamp shows that the d
tribution of the atoms depends strongly on the photoly
TABLE II. Calculated vibrational frequencies and gas to matrix shifts~in parentheses!, together with experi-
mental frequencies~in cm21!.

Mode
DS site
~calc.!

SS site
~calc.!

Difference
~SS-DS!

HKrFU

~Expt.!
HKrFS

~Expt.!
Difference

(HKrFS2HKrFU)

H–Kr stretch 2168~113! 2175 ~120! 17 1925 1952 127
Bending 685~19! 700 ~126! 115 646 651 15
F–Kr stretch 387~210! 390 ~27! 13 414 417 13
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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wavelength. The first formation stage of HKrFS after the 157
nm photolysis has two probable interpretations. It is form
either from closely trapped pairs of H and F atoms or it
due to extensive F atom mobility. The low-temperature f
mation due to global H atom mobility can be ruled out b
cause all the evidence shows that H atoms are mobilize
higher temperatures.34,35 Feld et al. showed that the fluores
cence signal from F atoms decayed at;15 K and this tends
to support the interpretation based on fluorine at
mobility.25 However, previous experiments have shown t
in many cases of photolysis of small molecules in rare
solids, a closely trapped pair of atoms is formed that c
detrap at very low temperatures.12,36,37We call this phenom-
enon ‘‘local mobility’’ and find it the most probable interpre
tation here. Also, this image is supported by the format
kinetics of KrF2 . Although it appears in a small amoun
already at 13 K the major part is formed between 20 and
K. Moreover, FO2 has a qualitatively similar formation
mainly above 20 K. Therefore, we suggest that the lo
temperature formation of HKrFS is due to local mobility of
closely trapped H1F pairs. Further support to this interpre
tation is obtained from the HI/Xe experiments, where
closely trapped H1I configuration has been characterized12

In the present experiments, it is remarkable and still unc
why only HKrFS, assigned to a SS site, is formed from t
locally trapped configuration while HKrFU ~DS site! is
formed only in global H atom mobility.

The second stage of formation can be attributed to
global mobility of hydrogen atoms.34,35 The threshold for a
strong formation at;25 K agrees with the disappearance
H atoms observed in EPR experiments and UV-absorp
experiments.34,35 In addition, we found in the present stud
that the formation of HKrCl behaves very similarly to HKr
at the second temperature stage@see Fig. 2~b!#, which clearly
supports the global H atom mobility as the origin of t
formation, taking into account the immobility of Cl. The di
ference in the formation kinetics of HKrFS after irradiation at
157 nm~F2 laser! or 127–160 nm~Kr lamp! fits this image
and most probably has its origin in the different distributi
of the atoms after photolysis, the more local distribution b
ing connected with the less energetic photons of F2 laser
photolysis. The absence of local mobility in the case of K
lamp photolysis may be due to the higher excess energy
atoms, allowing a more extensive separation of the fragm
after photolysis, meaning their more efficient stabilization

We should note here that HKrF is probably formed
some extent directly in the photolysis, but it is further ph
tolyzed, leading to a more extensive separation of the ato
Because of this process, the relation between the exces
ergy and distribution after photolysis is not straightforwa
The direct formation of HKrCl in the UV photolysis of HC
in solid Kr has recently been reported, and it was shown
constitute the major channel for photolysis at 193 nm.22 In
addition, recent molecular dynamics simulations for HCl/Xn

show that HXeCl is formed directly in the photolysis of HC
in Xe.38 The same phenomenon was observed experimen
for HNCO/Xe9 and HF/Ar,11 and it is expected to be a rathe
general phenomenon in solid-state photodynamics.
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C. Thermal decay of HKrF U

We consider the decrease of HKrFU at temperatures
above 32 K. The possible processes leading to the decr
include unimolecular decomposition to HF1Kr, reactions
with mobile impurities, or relaxation of the environmen
leading to the formation of a new solid-state configuratio
Decomposition to H1Kr1F is unlikely because of a high
calculated dissociation energy@1.37 eV (De)#.

16 Unimolecu-
lar decomposition is, in principle, possible via the bendi
coordinate. Indeed, HKrF is estimated to be 5.15 eV hig
in energy (De) than the HF1Kr asymptote.16 All the com-
putational estimates on the HRgY species have predic
substantial barriers for the decomposition via a bending
ordinate. Johanssonet al. estimated a barrier of 1.4 eV fo
HXeCl,39 and Runeberget al. estimated that the barrier fo
HArF is 1.0 eV.15 We expect the barrier for HKrF also to b
similarly high, which makes the decomposition via th
mechanism improbable. In addition, it would be difficult
explain the very different stability of HKrFS and HKrFU,
although their bending vibrations are close, indicating sim
lar bending potentials. The decomposition via the bend
coordinate might involve tunneling and the similar behav
of HKrF and DKrF does not support the decomposition v
this mechanism. Moreover, the decomposition does not
volve the excitation of HKrF by blackbody radiation from
the surroundings either as verified by measuring the dec
position with and without the glowbar on. Therefore we
not consider this IR-induced mechanism as a probable so
of the decomposition of HKrFU above 32 K.

Reactions of HKrF with mobile atoms in the matrix is
possible source of decrease of the HKrF concentration. B
H and F atoms may react with HKrF producing H2, F2 , and
HF. However, these reactions are not expected to decom
totally HKrFU and to leave HKrFS almost intact. Therefore
although this mechanism most probably contributes to
decrease of HKrF at high temperatures, it should not be
only source.

Finally, we consider the site conversion atT.32 K.
There are no obvious new bands appearing that can be
nected with the disappearance of HKrFU and the most prob-
able process is HKrFU→HKrFS. Indeed, our simulations
show that SS site is a lower-energy form of HKrF in solid K
and the conversion between the sites is possible via mo
ment of a Kr atom into a vacancy nearest to the F atom
HKrF. The only problem in this interpretation is that there
no clear one-to-one correlation between the disappearanc
HKrFU and the growth of HKrFS. However, if there are still
mobile atoms present that can react with HKrF species,
growth of HKrFS may not be so obvious and will surel
depend on the concentration and distribution of atom
Therefore, we tentatively suggest that the disappearanc
HKrFU actually involves two processes:~i! relaxation of the
HKrFU configuration to HKrFS and ~ii ! simultaneous reac
tions of HKrF species with H and F atoms. This interpre
tion gains some support from our recent HF/Ar experimen
where similar behavior was observed and a similar mo
was suggested.40 In the case of HArF, also two sites wer
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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found, and there was a clear transformation of the unsta
configuration to a more stable configuration.

The formation of HKrF in two distinct sites can be co
nected with the fact that the precursor HF also occupies
different sites. The photolysis prepares F atoms in subs
tional and interstitial sites and the HKrF is formed in sing
~from interstitial H and F and substitutional Kr! and double-
substitutional~from interstitial H and substitutional F an
Kr! sites. The existence of HKrF and also HArF in two d
ferent well-defined sites is a unique feature of these m
ecules that has not been observed for the other HRgY c
pounds. For XeH2, two distinct absorption bands have be
observed,5 and this may be an indication of the existence
this molecule in two sites, similarly to HKrF and HArF.

D. Photodecomposition of HKrF, HKrCl, and HArF

Some general trends for the excited states of HRgY
be noticed from Fig. 3. When the halogen is changed from
to F, the excited state shifts to higher energy. Here we
also note the experiments and calculations by Ahokaset al.
that show a similar trend for the series HXeCl, HXeB
HXeI.41 When the Rg is varied in HRgY, the excited stat
shift up when going to heavier rare gases with lower ioni
tion potential ~IP! as indicated by comparing HArF an
HKrF. Here we can also compare the experimental abs
tion spectrum of HXeCl of Ahokaset al.41 with an absorp-
tion maximum at 246 nm and the photodecomposition sp
trum of HKrCl with the maximum at 280 nm.22 Qualitatively
these trends can be understood by the following model.
can consider the electronic wave function of HRgY to cons
mainly of two configurations:~i! bonding HRg1Y2 and ~ii !
repulsive H•RgY•. Asymptotically, the ionic configuration is
higher in energy than the neutral one, but at shorter in
atomic distances there is an avoided crossing between t
and at the equilibrium configuration, the ionic configurati
dominates the wave function.10 The avoided crossing yield
an excited state that is repulsive at the equilibrium confi
ration of HRgY. Lighter halogens favor the contribution
the ionic configuration since their small size allows a sma
distance between Rg1 and Y2 and hence larger Coulombi
stabilization. Similarly, heavier rare gases favor the contri
tion of the ionic configuration by lowering the energy of th
HRg11Y2 pair at an infinite distance. As a result, the e
ergy difference between the bound ground state and the
pulsive excited state at the equilibrium geometry is increa
for lighter halogens and heavier rare gases and decrease
heavier halogens and lighter rare gases. This simple m
explains the observed trends in the absorption and photo
sociation spectra in a qualitative way.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A new krypton-containing compound, HKrF, has be
identified in a low-temperature Kr matrix environmen
HKrF is prepared by using VUV photolysis of HF in solid K
and thermal mobilization of H and F atoms. Two distin
matrix sites are observed, and for both forms all the fun
mental absorptions are reported. The assignments are
firmed by deuteration. The two sites are assigned to sin
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substitutional and double-substitutional configurations
HKrF in solid Kr. HKrF is formed in two temperature stage
The first one starting at 13 K is ascribed to a reaction
closely trapped H1F pairs. The second stage starting arou
25 K is due to global mobility of H and F atoms. The le
stable site of HKrF starts decomposing at temperatu
above 32 K, the other site being stable up to sublimation
the matrix. The formation and decay of different site co
figurations of HKrF most probably involves thermal rela
ation of the less stable site into the more stable site
secondary reactions of H and F atoms with HKrF. The sim
lations suggest that the more stable configuration is
single-substitutional site and the less stable configuratio
the double-substitutional site. The photodecomposition cr
section for HKrF has been measured between 193 and
nm and compared with HArF and HKrCl. Trends observ
within the three systems were interpreted by a simple mo
based on the roles of a repulsive neutral state and of a b
ing ionic excited electronic state.
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